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Content: This file contains the modelled spray drift losses to roads drained to shortcuts, to roads directly draining to surface waters, and to surface waters directly.

Field Description

Study site Name of the study site

Crop type Type of crop investigated in the catchment (arable land; vineyards)

Parameter set Type of parameter set used:

- pref: Reference set

- pmin: Set for minimal drift

- pmax: Set for maximal drift

- pSWrel,min: Set for minimal relative drift to surface waters

- pSWrel,max: Set for maximal relative drift to surface waters

- psens: Several sets for sensitivity analysis

- pbuffer,3m: Set used to calculate the reduction of spray drift by a 3m buffer around roads (see section 3.4., p. 10)

- pbuffer,6m:  Set used to calculate the influence of spray drift by a 6m buffer around roads (see section 3.4., p. 10)

- pasphalt: Set used to calculate which fraction of the total drift is deposited on asphalt roads, compared to all roads (see section 3.2.2., p. 9)

Road carving depth droad (cm) Road carving depth droad (cm)

Sink fill depth dsink (cm) Sink fill depth dsink (cm)

Infiltration distance dinf (m) Infiltration distance dinf (m)

Maximal drift distance ddrift,max (m) Maximal drift distance ddrift,max (m)

Width of forest, hedges, and trees causing full drift interception wFHT,int (m) Width of forest, hed-ges, and trees causing full drift inter-ception wFHT,int (m)

Drift interception by buildings fB,int (-) Drift interception by buildings fB,int (-)

Road type considered Road type considered (all road types; asphalt roads only)

Type of non-target area Type of non-target area on which drift is deposited (roads drained to shortcuts; roads directly draining to surface waters; surface waters)

Wind direction Modeled wind direction (N; NE; E; SE; S; SW; W; NW)

Losses per applied amount (-) Fraction lost per total amount applied flost,w (-) (eq. 6)

Relative spray drift deposition (%) Losses per non-target area, relative to the losses to all three non-target areas flost,rel (%) (eq. 7)


